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The world did not end Wednesdtly when the plener. •llgned on one sld• of the
sun es predicted In • book .,titled "'he Jupiter Effect. The University of New

Mexico elso Is still heffl •• seen In this photo tllken from the tap Noor of the
First Netlan11/ Benk. UNM prabebly will continue to be here efter 11prlng breek.

Area Restaurant Receives Approval for Beer-Wine License
Stewe Sandoval
Posh Eddie's Bagels and Booze
received approval for its beer and
wine license Thursday from the
State Alcoholic Be!verage Control
department director John Romero.
The beer and wine license must
now be approved by Albuquerque
city hearing officer Albert Chavez.
Posh Eddies, 2216 Central SE,
across from UNM, applied for the

beer and wine license after being
turned down in its attempt to get
an on-premise dispenser's license.
Ed Waksman,. owner of Posh
Eddies, said he did not know how
long it would take the city to make
its decision, but he estimated he
could be serving alcoholic
beverages with meals 'withlii • ~~
·days if the city grants approval.
With a beer and wine license, an
establishment can only serv.e liquor

with meals. In addition, liquor can establishment can serve alcohol
be served until II p.m. only and 60 until midnight on weekdays and
percent of the establishment's sales until 2 a.m. on weekends. ln
must be from food.
addition, a package liquor store
·can
be operated. Waksman has
Waksman said he applied for a
because his license was
said
beer and wine license because he
transferred
into Albuquerque from
needed the extra revenue to stay
cannot ope!rate
another
county,
open- :Offer Chavez denied Posh a package liquor he
store.
Eddies' requ~st for the fuq•service
A customer does not have to
license Jan. 29.
purchase a meal in order to drink
With a full-service license, an in an establishment that owns a

Biology Students Pursue Research in Jalllaica
Len Olson
Thirteen University of New
Mexico biology students will be
spending spring break in Jamaica,
but they won't be vacationing.
The students will be doing active
research in marine biology at the
Discovery Bay Marine Laboratory,
a research facility at the University
of the West Indies in Kingston.
Professor
Don
Biology
Duszynski said the trip is part of a

400-SOO level course in marine
biology offered at UNM.
Students design their own
projects with faculty supervision
and dry-run their procedures
before they leave on the field trip,
so all they have to do when they
arrive is get started, Duszynski
said.
"They don't have to worry
about anything . but getting their
projects done. The facilities are
excellent," he said.

Cancelled Flamenco Classes·
Result of Space Shortages
Eilene Vaughn

benefits of a dance program
without paying the price for it,' •
Flamenco, a culturally he said.
enriched dance form, has been
Dance studios were to be
cancelled fr£1m the University of added when the Fine Arts
New Mexico's fall curriculum Center was remodeled eight
due to a lack of space for years ago, but when plans were
classes, the chairman of the complete the studios were left
theatre arts department, said.
out, Hansen said.
Brian Hansen said Flamenco
I and 11, courses 368 section 001
and 002, which are now taught
in the Experimental Theatre and
Rodey Theatre, ·can no longer
be in these places because the
tapping or the shoes tears up
the floor and the classes tie up
· the theatres, preventing work
from being done on stage
scenery.
Space has been a problem for
the dance department for a long
time, Hansen said.
"For eight years the
University has been getting· the

"We've .put up with inferior
dance facilities . for a long
time,'' he said. "We've made a
heroic attempt at keeping the
dance department going when
there is insufficient interest by
the University.
"The inactivity of the ad•
ministration must mean it is not
interested for our activities to
be continued," Hansen said,
The lJNM Board of Regents
will hear some proposals to help
solve . the problem at their
Monday meeting,
continued on ptJJgil S

Most of the trip cost is borne by
"I think marine biology is an
the student. this year, S6SO covers important enough science and wiU
round-trip air fare, lodging, three be more important almost on a
meals a day, all station fees, use of daily basis.
wet laboratories and all diving
"We are going to be farming the
costs, Duszynski said.
sea and using mid-ocean currents
The biology department has to develop electricity· (for exam·
agreed to loan the department van pie)," he said.
"Our undergraduates, as part of
and pay for gas so they can save
each student about $100 1 .he said. a thorough curriculum, are going
The total department contribution to have to have exposure to that
this year Will be abOut $2SOO, kind of environment."
continued an pege 5
Duszyns~i sad.

full-service license.
In denying Posh Eddies' request
for a full-senice liquor license,
Chavez said allowing liquor to be
served at that site "would be
detrimental to the public health,
safety and morals of the residents
of the city of Albuquerque and/or
the University area," among other
reasons.
However, Waksman blasted
Chavez's decision, calling it
"arbitrary,
unreasonable,
capricious and without support of
either law or evidence."
In the process, Waksman filed a
$5()0,000 lawsuit against the City
of Albuquerque and Romero. The
lawsuit was filed Feb. 4 in Santa Fe
District Court. No trial date has
been set yet.
Several
neighborhood
associations near UNM said they
do not oppose Posh Eddies' having
a beer and wine license, but
Waksman maintains that his
request for a beer and wine license
is only temporary, at least until his
appeal is heard concerning the full•
service license.
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Sen. Williams Resigns, Avoiding Possible Expulsion Vote
WASHINGTON
Sen.
His dramatic resignation on the
Harrison Williams, vowing "God floor of the Senate ended a six-day
will vindicate me," resigned trial and avoided a seemingly
Thursday - sparing his colleagues certain vote to make him the first
the anguish of voting to expel him senator ousted since the Civil War.
for his conduct in the Abscam
At 1:36 p.m., Sen, Daniel
scandal.
Inouye, D-Hawaii, who volun"1 have fought a good fight .. I teered for the job of defending
have kept the faith. I go out. in Williams, took the floor and
good health and in good spirits," solemnly yielded to "the senior
the New Jersey Democrat said.
senator· from the state of New

Spring Break
In Mazatlan
Oceana Palace Headquarters
for campus tours ''82
• Complete water purification system
• Beachside solar-heated swimminJI pool
and snack bar
·

• The popular discoteque, the Roxr Disco
• ;\lazatlan's finest cuisine
at the famous Chuy's Chew-Chao
>Our partners also own
the Shrimp Bucket, Sr. Frogs
f: Carlos Andersons'•
•The average temperature is 78•. dry and cool
on the beach
except july-thru September

Jersey,
Harrison
Arlington the end of business Thursday.
Williams Junior."
In a speec::h sprinkled with
The 23-year Senate ;•eteran, biblical references, Williams said,
convicted of bribery and con- "I believe time, history and
spirac)' in the Abscam affair, bade almighty God will vindicate me
farewell follo"ing a 23-minute and the principles I have fought
statement:
for in the Senate and I will be
"I thank the Senate as I an- vindicated before the people."
nounce my intention to resign," he
With all I 00 senators present Jor
said.
a 1:13 p.m. quorum call, assistant
The resignation was effective at Democratic .leader Alan Cranst<;ln
took the floor to say Williams
accomplished something "of the
greatest importanc::e" by ca.lling
attention to "a horror story of
pervasive government misconduct
throughout all phases of this
dangerous and unguided undercover operation."
Cranston is the sponsor of a
resolution calling for an investigation of the FBI's Abscam
sting operation, in which undercover agents posing as
representatives of an Arab sheik
snared Williams and six members
of the House.
William's resigna.!ion will allow
Republican Gov. Thomas Kean io
name
his
replacement,
strengthening GOP control to 5446.
Williams sought delay after
delav of his Senate trial, and_
Republican leader Howard Baker
- eager to avoid any charge of
partisanship - agreed.
Despite Williams' twice-daily
assurances that he would be
vindicated once the Senate heard

Headquarters for
College tours 82
P.O. Box 411 Sinaloa;\lazatlan,
Sinaloa, ;\lexica

Telex .................. 066-834
Phone .................. 2-31-11
R~rMtntl:'d
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Mazatlan's Fun Resort

SAUDI ARABIAN STUDENTS

(j)
Saudi American Bank
~J"~' '='~~' t!..l •}\

is offering outstanding career opportunities for qualified Suadi Arabian students to become
members of the management team of the dynamic, new and expanding Saudi American
Bank in Saudi Arabia.
Several new branches are scheduled to open throughout Saudi Arabia in the next few years
to augment already existing branches in Riyadh, Jeddah, AI Khobar and Dammam.
Plan to attend a general orientatiollbriefing meeting in Room 1178, Dean of Students
Conference Room. Mesa Vista Hall, 'Tuesday, March 23, 1982, at 7:00p.m., to hear first
hand the latest news of the growth and progress .of the Kingdom of the part Saudi American
Bank is playing in these fast-paced and accelerating activities.
Mr. Frank E. Lund, Director, University Relations, will be on campus during March 23-24,
1982, to conduct this meeting and to interview interested Saudi students individually in the
Career Planning Placement Office, Mesa Vista Hall South.
Excellent salary, benefits, training program, and career opportunities ate available.
Through special arrangements and cooperation with responsible government officials in the
offices of the Civil Service Bureau and Ministry of Higher Education, Riyadh, qualified
students may receive letters of release from lheir various ministerial obligations through the
auspices of Saudi American Bank to accept a career assignment.
For further information or to make an interview appointment, contact Career Planning &
Placement, telephone 277·2531.

Remember· Tuesday, March 23, 1982, 7:00p.m.
Dean Of Students Conference Room, Mesa Vista Hall
Be sure to aflendl

all the evidence, he appeared to
stand no chance of exoneration
once he was convicted on nine
counts of bribery and conspiracy
last May, and .later was sentenced
to three years in jail.
He is still pressing his court
appeal.
Williams' last hope was a milder
censure resolution offered by
Cranston, but head counts quickly
showed so much opposition to it
that expulsion - requiring a twothirds vote - was assured.
On
Monday,
Williams
apologized for having to put the
Senate through the "turmoil,
torture and ordeal" of having to
judge one of its own.
The telling blow had been
delivered at the start of
proceedings last week, when Sen.
Howell Heflin, D-Ala., a former
state supreme court justice, laid
out in detail the case against him.
"Put most simply, Harrison
Williams traded on his office," the
ranking Democrat on the Ethics
Committee said. "He traded on his
name and position. He acted in an
official capacity out of motives for
personal financial gain. And, in so
doing, he sullied both his
reputation, and that of this institution."
Williams would have been the
16th senator ever to be expelled the first in 120 years and the first
ever booted out fer any lesser
crime than treason or disloyalty.

Guatemalan Army Denies
Beheading of 200 Indians
GUATEMALA CITY- Some
200 Indian men, women and
children were beheaded in four
Guatamalan villages on the eve of
the army's presidential election
victory, it was reported Thursday.
The army said the .report was
overblown.
"There aren't 200 dead like the
newspaper said," said Gen.
Benedicta Lucas Garcia, army
chief of staff and brother of
President Romeo Lucas Garcia.
Col. Jaime Rabanales, public
relations director of the army,
added: "There were some peasants
killed but nothing of that
magnitude.,;
He said the report was based on
a mistaken police report in Santa
Cruz. del Quiche, near the four
Indian villages. He said five
peasants. were killed and the army
was searching the region.
The Guatemalan newspaper
Prensa Libre said the butch~ry
took place Saturday in four
villages in the county of Zacualpa
in Quiche province in northwestern
Guatemala, site of increasing

activity by leftist guerrillas arid
government attempts to suppress
it.
Gen. Anibal Guevara, in election
results called fraudulent by his
three opponents, garnered his
winning plurality in the western
highlands where the massacre took
place.
It was the second major
decapitation massacre this year of
Indians caught in the fighting
between leftist guerrillas and
Gtlatemalan armed forces.
Opposition Union Secretary
General Renan Quinones said eight
poll watchers from his coalition
disappeared in the same Quiche
province during Sunday's voting
that the government election
commission said was won by the
official candidate, Guevara.
Quinones said in a Wednesday
TV interview that sources told him
the three defeated presidential
candidates, their running mates
and about 100 other opposition
leaders were on a "death list." He
gave no further details.

Shareholders Allow Merger
Of Marathon Oil, U.S. Steel
FINDLAY, Ohio - Marathon
Oil Co. shareholders Thursday
voted to merge with U.s. Steel
Corp. in the second largest merger
in American corporate history,
The acquisition ended a hardfought but unsuccessful fight by
Mobil Oil Corp. to take over
Marathon.
At 4:30 p.m. EST, Voting in•
specters announced that more than
two-thirds of the shares had voted
in favor of the S6 billion merger
with the nation's No. I steel
producer. A two-thirds vote was
needed to seal the merger, second
only to DuPont's acquistion last
year of Conoco for $7 .S billion.
Marathon
President Harold
Hoopman announced the results

and said, "I hereby declare
agreement of the merger adopted."
At a news conference following
the vote, U.S. Steel Chairman
David Roderick said, "These two
companies will merge to become
one and we think it will be stronger
than the two separate parts."
Roderick said U.s. Steel intended to keep Marathon
headquarters in Findlay, Ohio, and
retain u.s. Steel headquarters in
Pittsburgh.
U.S. Steel had previously announced it Would soon sell $1
billion in assets, but Roderick said
none of those would be Marathon
oil or gas properties nor would the
~ompany sell any steel plants "at
the moment."

··the
student
body ..
Michl!el Baron, Ph.D.
Whether .You find out you are on
academic. probation ot learn Y0\1
are to be the recipient of an award
for academic excellence, there is a
common
response:
stress.
Likewise, stress is a response one
has to breaking up with a friend or
to getting that date one. bad hoped
for with a special person.
"Stressors," according to Hans
Selye, M.D., are incidents, of
various intensities, which demand
you to readjust. These incidents
can be negative or positive.
"Distress," according to Selye,
are the harmful and continual
stresses which require c9nstant
readjustment or adaptation: like a
constantly frustrating job or
destructive relationship.
Seyle
posits a three-stage bodily reaction
to stress:
(I) During alarm stage, your
body acknowledges the stressor
and prepares for fight or flight.
Honnonal responses will increase
heartbeat, and perspiration, elevate
blood sugar, dilate the eyes. You
decide whether to fight or take
flight.

Offerings of Community College Will Include
Carpentry, M.agic and Country-Western Dance
Ancient Greece, astronomy,
basic
handtool
carpentry,
canoeing, communication skills,
country-western d11nce, magic for
youngsters, quilting, tennis and
walking for seniors are among a
variety of non-credit, late-starting
classes being offered by the
University of New Mexico's
Community College.
Sponsored by the Division of
Continuing
Education
and
Community Services, the classes
are open to ail persons, regardless
of their education!~! backgrounds.
For most of the classes, there are
no graqes, transcripts or credits,
although certificates of completion
are issued upon request. Costs. for
the courses vary, but attempts are

made to keep the course fees as
low as possible.
"All courses are taught by
qualified instructors at convenient
times," Joel White, .Community
College director said.
Among other courses being
offered are accounting, assertiveness, blueprint reading and
estimating, bridge, calligraphy,
evaluating real estate investments,
modem optics, mountain energyfitness, map and compass, piano,
small business marketing, spring
color hikes for seniors, springtime
breads, vital signs, intermediate
singing, watercolor techniques and
white-water kayaking.
All of the classes have different
starting dates, but most are

Perception Explored in Colloquium
Differing perception of sounds . will begin at noon in room 153 of
by four baboons will be explored Ortega Hall.
in a colloquium at the University
Pohl will describe a recent study
of New Mexico on March 22.
of hemispheric lateraiization of
The speaker will be Dr. Peter speech perception, one. of the most
Pohl of the J:t,egional Primate active areas in the biology of
Center at the University of· language. The study examined the
Washington.
tendency of four baboons to hear
The colloquium, sponsored by certain vowels and consonants
the UNM psychology department, primarily in one ear only.

scheduled to· begin during the latter
part of March or in April.
"All classes have a minimum
and maximum enrollment level,"
White said. ''It is important to
register early not only to guarantee
your place in class, but to assure
that the class will. meet the
necessary minimum enrollment
level.''
Bulletins with registration forms

can be obtained at all branches of
the Albuquerque Public Library or
at the UNM Division of Continuing Education and Community
Services, 80.5 Yale NE,
Persons wi.th major credit cards
may register by calling the division
at 277-6542. Further information
can be obtained by calling 2773751.

Four To Run for ASUNM President
Four presidential candidates,
three vice p(esidential candidates and
12 senatorial
candidates will seek office in the
March 31 ASUNM general
election.
President candidates are:
Vince Baca, Michael Gallegos,
Randy Knapton and Donny
Martinez.
Running for vice president
are:
Leticia
Castaneda,
Francisco Lopez and Dan
Serrano.
The 12 Senate candidates are
running to till 12 available

senate seats. The Senate is
composed of 20 senators,
Senate candidates are:
Manuel Casias, Vivian. D.
Cordova,
Abelino
0,
Gabaldon, Annette Hatch,
Timothy E. LeDay, Eugene
Moffett, Danny Ortiz, Kim
Rogers,
Lawrence Roybal,
Peter K. Sbams-Avtri, John
Gilbert Sprague and Julianne
Vassallo.
Students will also vote on
four constitutional amendments
and the 1982-83 ASUNM
budget.

(2) During the resistance stage,
the body repairs stress-related
damage. However, if the stressor
continues, the body will be unable
to make the needed repairs.

(3) The lack of repair throws you
until the last stage, exhaustion,
With the "diseases of stress," e.g.,
heart irregularity, migraine
headaches, or emotional disorders.
Continued exposure to stress
during this last stage can even lead
to stopping. bodily functions.

Many students I have contact
with inure themselves with a "be·
perfect" distress-inducing message.
Such a message may only serve to
undermine not only one's
emotional well-being but one's
effectiveness as a student. Many
focus on something which is not
dire~:tly . within
tbeir control:
grades. Grades are given by the
instructor, not the student. Rather
than focus on grades ("the 4.0
complex"), I recommend the
student focus on that which is
within her or his control, namely,
effectively pursuing their studies,
and forego concerns of the grade
they will be given by another.

Let's Do it
One ore Time!

Sources of stress are many,
generated by our external en•
vironment as well as our internal
messages. Here are some ways of
coping with stress:
(I) Balance work and play Time spent in recreation can often
lead to maximizing the efficiency
of your time spent in work.
(2) Take one thing at a time Don't run yourself ragged thinking
about • • A //-the-things1-have-to-do." What needs to
be done first? Decide and act on itl
Focus on later activities later.
Don't overload. Lighten up!
(3) Talk out your worries Sharing your worries with someone
you trust and respect can lighten
the load. Seeking out a counselor
or psychotherapist may be. your
preference. "Talking out" your
concerns through Writing in a
journal may also serve to let off
steanl or confusion and gain
greater clarity and calm.

(4) Work off stress - If angry
or upset, physical activities can
help be 11 means of ventilation.
to .learn more or to speak with a
therapist, contact . the Student
Health Center's Mental Health
Service (277-4537).
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lJtteRatus et PRO~unous
\S~

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

rot/(PJOFI<Y,

lf>rofessor \Ric{)arb !m. \Sert{)olb

On January 29 President Davis $ent the following
memo to all deans and department chairs:
Please note that University policy requires that
persons who speak on behalf of the University may
do so only if they have specific authorization (Rights
and Responsibilities at the University of New Mexico,
Section 3, Faculty Handbook, p.A-5). This policy
applies to all public utterances on behalf of the
University, including announcements, advertisements, or other presentations pertaining to
course offerings at UNM.
The responsibility for specific authorization of such
announcements, etc., rests with the department
chairs or with deans in non-departmentalized
colleges. Authorization should be granted only if the
presentations meet reasonable standards of good
taste and accurately reflect cou.rse content.
Most memos from Scholes Hall warrant meager
attention, but this one is surely interesting, and I am
disappointed that the faculty has not protested this
decree. Davis is of course not suggesting here that
the faculty's freedom of p0 1itical expression should in
any way be limited. That has never been the case
during the ten years I have been at UNM, probably
because such a move .would stir a storm of protest
and because the University doesn't give a damn if
you are a maoist or think the Regents are strange or
whatever, so long as you don't rock the hip·
popotamus. There are, however, areas where the
University, in its concern for public opinion
(especially in Santa Fe!, is apparently sensitive, and
the topics of sex and religion seem to be high on the
list.
Now, this may strike you - and doubtless struck
many of the faculty - as a relatively trivial instance
of censorship, but be that as it may, it Is censorship
nevertheless. I certainly do not maintain that it is
improper for the University administration to concern
itself with such matters; they are after all paid large
amounts of money to see to the smooths functioning
of the institution. What ls objectionable here is the
vague and dictatorial manner in which they are doing
it, notifying chairmen that they should censor advertising according to "reasonable standards of good
taste",
The passage in the Faculty Handbook referred to
by Davis states: "Those who speak or act shall not
do so in the name of the University or any of Its
organizations unless there has been specific
authorization to do so", I suppose that the legal mind
could stretch this to include what one says about
one's courses, but even granting such a loose interpretation, one is still overwhelmed by a flood of
ambiguity in Davis' ukase. What exactly constitutes
"announcements, advertisements, or other

MR. PI3RJ<INS.
MYOFFIC&
i<&&PS!N
..-- 70/JCH.

presentations pertaining to cours<> offerings at
UNM?" Does that include words or a note to one
student about my classes? How about telling a group
of five students· in my office or at a party? What
about advertising myself as a professor without
mentioning courses; .am I speaking in the name of the
University in that case?
And of course "reasonable standards of good
taste" is a veritable pile just waiting to hit the old fan.
The complete lack of definition in this expression
virtually makes the department chair a Keeper of the
Standards, and none of the heads of my department
has given me any cause to trust his judgement in
such matters. "Good taste" is a fairly subjective kind
of business. Obvious obscenities and explicit sexual
references are no problems (though why we should
get e~cited about such things I don't know), but from
there on it gets sticky. Is all sexual innuendo in bad
taste? What about the slightest negative reference,
even in jest, to a major religion? Is humor in bad
taste? What about words like "depravity''; should I
get authorization to advertise that depravity existed in
the Roman empire? How about criticism of the institution; is it in bad taste to claim that the College of
Education is in bad taste? I and many of the faculty
found the athletic scandal and the administration's
handling of it to have been in bad taste; perhaps we
should not talk of it without authorization?
I think you get the point. One man's bad taste is
another man's irreverence. My criteria for determining that something is in bad taste differ from
those of my chairman, which must differ from those
of Jerry Falwell, and I see no reason why any one of
us should seek to limit the freedom of expression of
the others by imposing his standards. I appreciate just barely - the President's apparent concern for
the University's image, but the whole matter is poorly
handled by this memo (which incidentally is in bad
taste). Upon receipt at this directive I immediately
wrote to Davis to express these concerns, but I have
as yet received no reply. But then I suppose that
precise definitions of "good taste" would likely only
make me bristle even more.

GIJTM/.1..

50/)N, [)()C!

i
:

1//./.. YOIIR
l//eM/135
M/55

o_..-YOIJ/

SOMe Pf/Pt.e JIST
ti!ON'T t.er OLCJ
IA/OIJN{JS HfiA/., eH,
MR. I<ISSI/'16eR?
/
'lOll MIIJHT
SAY THAT.

"'UNM greduete Ulrty Delisi tBkll8 time to 1'8St end enjoy thtJ scenic beeuty illong e popu/11r trail that winds into the Pecos Wilderness neer the S11nte Fe Ski Besln.

Trails Thro.ughout State Offer Hiking Opportunities

A final note. You are no doubt aware that a.s

President of the University Bud Davis receives a
salary of some $65,000, a free house and a number of
other benefits . Now obviously he is doing something
to earn all this, but exactly what that might be Is not
completely clear to all of us. Perhaps you have an
idea. Send or deliver your "Bud Davis Job
Description" to me, care of the History department in
Mesa Vista, and with your help I will attempt to solve
this mystery in a future column.

6()()()

OATH,
THAT.

"

Letter

Reader Recommends Draft for Fickle'Aging Hipsters'
Editor:
Rickie's right! Reinstate the call-up and call him up
first - and all those other aging hipsters who found it
quite expedient to fight the draft (or avoid as I'm sure
Rickie did) in the sixties and who find it expedient in

the eighties to support its reinstatement. Turn about,
they say, is fair play.
Et profundis? Changing stripes more like it.
Cheryl Mclean

The availability of water in the
Sandias depends heavily on the
season. Many small creeks and
arroyos are formed during the
spring melt-off. There are at least
26 spings in the Sandias that flow
year round.
The following is a list of trails
and their conditions in the Sandia
Mountains taken from The Hiker
and Climber's Guide to the Sandia
Mountains:
La Luz Trail - The La Luz Trail
is a maintained trail located on the
west side of the Sandias. The
present La Luz Trail is the most
recent of three La Luz Trails that

There are over nine million acres
of national forest land in New
Mexico. All the national forests
maintain some type of recreational
sites and all have plenty of trails
for leisurely one-day hikes or
strenuous overnight trips,
The neartst set of nails are
situated in part of the Cibola
National Forest which encompasses the Sandia Mountains,
east of Albuquerque.
The Sanida Mountains soar to
an elevation of 10,678 feet and
provide some of the best hiking
and climbing areas in the United
States.

wind up the face of the mountain
to the Sandia Crest. The trail
climbs 3700 feet in seven miles.
The trailhead is located above the
Juan Tabo Picnic Area at an upper
level par king lot. The first section
of the trail is not particularly steep.
Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep
can often be seen from the trail as
it winds through rock formations
toward the Crest.
Piedra Lisa Spring Trail - (Also
referred to as the Del Agua Spring
Trail) This trail is partially
maintained and has two !railheads.
The south trailhead is reached by a
dirt road north of the Juan Tabo
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Spring has blown onto the UNM mall, bringing with it the sights,
smells and sounds of the changing seasons. There are ce"ain preordained events that annually take place when UNM esco"s spring
to its campus.
YOU KNOW IT'S SPRING AT UNM WHEN:
- crowds at the duck pond begin to resemble the crowds at
Miami Beach.
- evangelists blaze onto the mall, threatening the passers-by with
shouts of the wages of sin.
·- you trip over your roommate's tennis racquet instead of his skis.
- cutoffs and cold drinks replace cordollroys and cocoa.
- professors cancel Friday classes because students aren't at·
tending.
- students cancel Friday classes because professors aren't attending.
- outdoor hot-dog vendors' profits skyrocket.
- the Dinges come off and the Nikes go on.
- Yale Park smells like the stockyards,
- the sneezes of hayfever replace the coughs of colds.
- a young man's fancy turns to the last game of the basketball
season.
- bicycle racks and motorcycle lots become scarce resources.
- ASUNM campaign posters stare from every available post.
- the odor of coconut suntan lotion wafts through Mitchell Hall.
- your friend, whose apartment complex lias a pool, suddenly
becomes your best buddy.
- mi.dterm nightmares are forgotten in the bustle of spring break
vacation plans.
- every time you step outside, you are blinded by the sight of
white legs in wrinkled shorts.
Have a wonderful spring break.

~

Experts Give Trail Sc"'fety Tips
Steve Sandoval
-The man who can't enjoy his leisure is ignorant.
- (Aido Leopold, preservationist)
Spending a weekend afternoon hiking in the
Sandias or in your favorite hiking areas can be an
enjoyable experience. But if you don't prepare
before going out, you could be in for a long af·
ternoon.
Don Schauerte, owner of Sandia Mountain
Outfitters, an outdoor sports shop, is an avid hiking
enthusiast.
Schauerte said he has been hiking since the early
1960's when he would take Boy Scout troops on
hiking trips in the Gila Wilderness in southern New
Mexico.
Today Schauerte is continuing to hike, but even
with his many years of experience, he said being
prepared is very important.
Beth Wilson, from UNM's Intramural department and another hiking enthusiast, echoes
Schauerte's comment$ about preparedness and
.
.
. ..
safety.
"Two things cause problems for hikers," Wilson
said. "A lack of prepatation, and an excess of
ignorance. You just can't go out and hike La Lut,

We take it (hiking) a little too lightly and don't
understand the severity of hiking.''
Both Wilson and Schauerte agree that paying
attention to little details before taking on a
mountain trail are necessary. This includes wearing
the proper clothes and taking enough water.
Schauerte SUggests taking high energy foods like
raisins, granola and fruit. Wilson said high car·
bohydrate foods Iirie cheese, bread and beef jerky
are good to take along,
How important is clothing? Schauerte said you
can wear shorts if you are going to hike on good
trails, bUt recommends pants for off-trail hiking
and hiking through brush. He also recommends
wool "socks which keep the feet reasonably warm,
and sturdy boots that support the ankle.
Wilson said one problem with people here is that
theY all think because the weather is nice in town
that it will be the same up in the Sandias.
Schauerte agreed. "You never know what the
weather is going to be like," he said. "You should
have warm clothing in your pack. You never know
if it can get cold."
Wilson advised to take a wool sweater, nylon
poncho, bandana and a hat to block. out the sun.
As with ;~11 other recreational activities, there is
continued on fJIJ9& R-4
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Picnic Area. The north trailhead is
near the Piedra Lisa Spring and
can be reached by a dirt road off
of Highway 44 (Placitas exit) east
of 1nterstate 2S.
At Juan Tabo and Waterfall
Canyons, about three-tenths of a
mile from the south ttailhead, an
intersection of several trails is
reached. The Fletcher Trail follows
Juan Tabo Canyon upstream; the
Waterfall Canyon Trail follows
Waterfall Canyon upstream; the
Movie Trail bears to the east up
the ridge between the two canyons;
and the Piedra Lisa Spring Trail
heads north toward Canyon Del
Agua.
Sandia Man Cave Trail - The trail
is about 1/2 of a mile long and is
maintained. The trail leads to
Sandia Man Cave, a national
historic landmark. (Mammoth
tusks found in the cave have been
dated at 26,000 years old, making
the people of the Sandia Man Cave
one of the oldest known
inhabitants of the New World.)
The trail is reached by driving
south about five miles from
Plactias on Highway 44 past the
Crest Spur Road.
Crest Trail - This trail stretches
iS miles along the ridgeline from
Tijeras Canyon 1,11 the south to
Sandia Crest at the north, making
it the longest trail in the Sandias.
Th.e Canyon Estates trailhead is the
most frequently used Starting point
for the Crest Trail and is situated
at the north end of the Canyon
Estates ltoad in Tijeras Canyon. l t
is most easily reached by taking the
Sandia Tramway to the crest. This
'trail is easily one of the most scenic
in the Sandias.
Cienega Spring Nature Trail for
the Handicapped - This IIail is a
nature trail for the handicapped
and is a short loop trail near the
Cienega Springs Picnic Area. The
trail is paved for Wheelchairs and
has markers along the trail in both
print and braille, describing
various types.of forest vegetation.

The trait is reached by driving
1.8 miles on NM 44 past the NM
10 junction, turning left at the
Cienega Canyon/Sulphur Canyon
turnoff and continuing to the
Cienega Spring Picnic Area.
The Pecos Wilderness Area is
another popular area for hiking. It
is part of the Carson and Santa Fe
National Forests in the Sangre de
Cristo Mountains. Elevations reach
13,000 feet and more at Truchas
Peak.
A permit is required to enter the
Wilderness Area. This may be
obtained at the Tesuque and Pecos
National Forest Ranger Stations
located in Santa Fe and Pecos.
The following is a list of
!railheads in the Pecos Wilderness.
If a one-day hike is planned, the
distance should be kept minimal,
due to the steepness and altitude oi
some trails:
Trail Number 161 - This trailhead
begins at the Santa Fe Ski Basin, ·
starting elevation about I 0,000
feet, and can be reached by going
through Santa Fe, turning off
toward Hyde Stale Park and
following the road to the Ski
Basin.
The trail is steep at first, but
evens out after the first mile, The
trail crosses Nambe River, and
turnoffs are reached to Spirit and
Stewart Lakes, Trail Number 160.
The distance to the two lakes,
according to a map, is about four
or five miles.
Tr~il Number 245 - This trailhead
statts from Jack's Creek Campground, which can be reached by
going through the town of Pecos
and taking the turnoff to the Valle
State Fish Hatchery. The road
continues to Jack's Creek Campground, almost 20 mileS' past the
town of Pecos.
The trail statts off steep, then
meets a trail junction at Round
Mountain. One trail goes to Pecos
Baldy Lake at the base of Pecos
Baldy and the other to Beatty's
continued on.p11ge R-4
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In the Tamarind Restaurant
- __ _ :· :-.·---· _-__: ---_- ._-_:~~·
First Plaza Galeria 242-277-6
Fridays and Saturdays 8pm-2am
[ --- ----Mernbers·$4.00, non-members $6.00
- : : --C .L-Jj o-- -- ---· *$1.00 oft advance tickets, on sale dUrln9 club hoUrs
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March 12, 13
Linda Cotton with Streetllfe
March 19, 20
World Banned with Hari Hamilton

lt

March Special: half price cover charge

:

Special eventweekend March 26, 27
Eddie Harris
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llmnt.'•Stylc rooking U\,•ay li'um Ju1im.•,
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~ Grct.Qdy's

Jlsf";:o"
'/J190l 'lit

~Country Cookin'

Cinnamon Roll with <~/
medium Coke, coffee, or small juice

94¢ -

(with student ID)

4701 Central N.E. • 265-2510
(acroeo from Hlland Theater)
10% SIUdent Dlecount Carda now avallabl&
Plcue come by for·younl

Cheerleader/
Stunt Man

Tryouts
Women&M.en

* application deadline
Fdday, March 12, Spm
* pick up and return to Student
*
*

Activities Center Rm. 106,
NM Union BuDding
mandatory orientation meeting
Monday, March 22, 7:30pm
Johnson Gym Rm. 124
for more Information call
Student Activities, 277·4706

Make the most of your good looks
with
BAUSCH & LOMB
soft contact lenses
Eyeglass wearers .•. take your
eyes out of hiding. Feel confident
again. Let your natural beauty
shine through. You'll love the way
Bausch & Lomb soft cont:tct lenses
give you a whole new look on life.
And they're water-drop soft and
comfortable, too! Call for your fit•
tlag appointment today.
More J>eople wcnr Bausch &
Lomb soft contact lensP.s than all
other brands of soft contact lenses
combined!

CONTACT LENS FITTING FEES:
$210- Soft Spherical Contact LENS <Polymacon)*
$275 ~Soft 'foric Contact Lens for Astigmatism <BulfiiMn)•
$350- Soft Extended Wear <Bulfilconl*
''Complete Price Includes:
Visual Analysis •Ginucom~ :eslinfi ~ ~'ittlng and Dispensing of
.
. Contact Lens •.lmltal Chern teal Care Regime
• Patient Care and llo!low-up Cat·e of Contact Lens • S11les Ta~

JY:;- ~ DR. ROBERT H. QUICK
··'nlJ s~;~~.DR.
DWIGHT THIBODEAUX,
C
OJ>tomctrists

ifimn

1020·A Eubank NE • 298·2020 • open tuesday. Saturday!). 5
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an exquisit~ collage. Also showing are short film; by
Roberta Fnedman and Grahame Weinbren and Vince!
Grenier .. Showtime is 8 p.m. March 24.
Avant-garde Film Portraits, Part II - Jonas Mekas'
Reminiscences of a Journey /o l,ithuania - After 25
years, the Mekas brothers return to their homeland for
a visit with cameras rolling; the present is viewed
through the memories of a displaced person. Short
films by Bruce Bailie and Tom Leeser will also be
shown. Showtime is Marc!12S at S p.m.

ART SHOWS
ALnUQT.iERQUE MusEUM -"New Mexico Solar Heating
- Yesterday is Tomorrow" is a passive solar energy
.exhibit now being displayed at the Albuquerque
Museum. The presentation focuses on the past,
present and potential roles the sun plays in satisfying
energy needs. The exhibit can be seen on the main mall
of the Albuquerque Museum until March 28. Hours
are Tuesdays through Sundays from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
"Explore" and ''New Town and the Railroad Boom
Years'' are continuous exhibitions at the museum. The
former is kinetic sculpture designed for children and
the latter, a historic exhibition of Albuquerque.
ALBUQT.!ERQUE UNITED ARTISTS - "Craftworks IV " a
juried, all-media crafts exhibition open. to all c~aft·
speople in New Mexico, is scheduled for May through
June. All works must be submitted by April17 with a
fee of $7. For a prosepectus write: Craftworks, P.O.
Box 1808, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87103, or
phone 243-0531 or contact the Downtown Center for
the Arts, 216 Central SW. Hours are Tuesday through
Saturday ll a.m. to 4 p.m.
THE JONSON GALLERY -Opening March 12 and running
through April 5 will be "Other Artist's Works" which
will feature some works by friends of Jonson, former
students and former teacher, B.J.O. Nordfeldt.
Gallery hours are Tuesday through Sunday, 1 to 5
p.m.
MAxWELL MUSEUM OF ANTHROPOLOGY- "Paintings on
Pottery'' by Ann and Carl Beam will be exhibited now
through May 2 at the museum.
"Fiestas of San Juan Nuevo" Ceremonial Art from
Michoacan, Mexico will show until September 1982.
Hours are Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.;
Saturday, 10 a.m. to4 p.m.; Sunday, 1 to 5 p.m.
TEACHING GALLERY - "Undergraduate All-Media" will
feature works by UNM art students and will be
curated by the art department faculty. The presen·
tation will run now through March 25. The gallery is
located across from the department office, room 204,
in the art building. The hours are from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m., Monday through Friday.
HOSHOUR GALLERY (417 2nd SW)- "Native New MeXico
Installation" by Bill Gilbert will be showing until
March 31. Gallery hours arc noon to 5 p.m. Tuesday
through Saturday.
MARIPOSA Gf\LLERY (113 Romero NW)- "Paintings and
claywork by Carolyn Harford and Pamela Messer" is
a new approach and an interesting reciprocation
between the two arts and is now showing at the gallery.
MERIDIAN GALLERY (220 Central Ave. SW)- "Works by
Ed Haddaway" - This one-man show by the
Meridian member will include painted steel sculptures
and was scheduled to open March 9. A reception is set
for March 14 from 3 to 6 p.m. Hours are Tuesday
through Saturday 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sunday I to 4
p.m.
WilDINE GALLERIES (903 Rio Grande NW) -The gallery
is presently featuring a winter group show. March 26
begins "Works by Frank McColloch."
UNM ART MusEUM - ln the upstairs gallery, a show
entitled "Geometric Formalism In American Art,'' is
exhibited and will run now through March 28.
Downstairs, selections from the George Bunzel
Collection along with Alfred Jensen's "Pythagorean
Notebook'' will be shown until March 21.
Also showing now through April 4. is photography by
Ellen Carey, which will be on display in the north
gallery.
WHEELWRIGHT MUSEUM (in Santa Fe) - "Tales for the
Seas~n," a storyteller of dolls, nativities ancl pottery
figunnes by Helen Cordero (Cochiti Pueblo) is on
exhibit until April29.

AcTIVITIES
TAL~NT SHoW -

sponsored by SUB Noontime Entertamment, will continue its competition from noon until
1 ~.m. every Wednesday until Apdi2I. Prizes include a
patd perfC?rmance ~~ UNM's Spring Fiesta April22-25.
For more mformahon call277-2328.
THE SUBWAY STATION- Will hold dances On both Friday
and. Saturday night from 9 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. Janis
Unlimited will provide the music. Admission is $2 for
students and $3 for the general public.
FIRST ANNUAL FEEL NuTRIFIC FUN RUN sponsored by the
Albuquerque District Dietetic Association is scheduled
for March 28 with a check in time of 9:45a.m. at the
UNM North Golf Course. Register at the UNM
Intramural Office by March 26. Re~istration fee is $5,
or $6 the day of the race. Proceeds wdl go to the Ronald
McDonald House Fund.
THI! UNM IN'I'ERNATIONAL FoLK DANcE CLUB meets
every Tuesday evening. The group will rneet at the
north end _of the second flMr of the SUB. Advanced
dancer~ Will meet from 6 to 7 p.m.; beginning to in·
term~dtate dancers from 7 to 8:15 p.m., with open
dancmg. from 8 to 10 p.m. for anyone interested.
Ch~rge 1s 50 cents a person. Teaching is available. for
begmners.
ScRABJ!LE PLAYERf Ci.UB No. 129 meets Tuesdays at 7
p.m. at Jao-Jao s Place, 5000 Central SE. Admission is
$1.
WAGON. WHE!lLs SquAREDANCE CLuB meets Thursdays
from 7 to 9 p.m. mthe SUB Ballroom. There is a live
. caller; refreshments are provided.
UNM ~ALLR.ooM DANCE CtuB meets every Friday night at
7;30 m the S~B. ballroom. Everyone is invited, The club
g1Ves f~ee nllhi•Iessons at the start of each session.
There 1s a $1 charge for ntm-members, with semester

membership $5.
BRoADWAY JAz.z CtUB meets Friday and Saturday at 8
p.m. at the Tamarind Restaurant in the Galeria. This
week entertainment will be provided by Street Life with
Linda Cotton. The public is invited; membership costs
$30annually,
UNM CHEss CtuB - Anyone interested in the game of
chess is invited to join a newly formed club that focuses
on playing chess for fun and relaxation as well as for
developing individual skills. This week the meeting will
be at 3 p.m. in room 253 of the SUB.

CoNCERTS
THE NEW MEXICO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA presents Nina
Beilina March 12-13 at 8: IS p.m. at Popejoy Hall.
ENOLEBERT H UMPERDINK - Tingley Colisuem will
present Englebert Humperdink in concert March 15 at 8
p.m. Tickets are available through Ticketmaster,
On Sunday, March 14, the New Mexico Symphony
Orchestra will present a dedicatory Concert on the New
Mexico Tech campus in Socorro. The event will mark
the opening of the new Macey Performing Arts/Convention Center; Nina Beilina will be featured,
The music wil start at 3:30p.m.
Roo STEWART~ Rock 'n' roll legend Rod Stewart will be
in concert at Tingley Coliseum March 16 at 8 p.m.
Ticket prices are $12 and are available through
Tickctmaster.
CHAMBER ORCHESTRA OF ALBUQUERQUE will hold a recital
at the Albuquerque Little Theater March 24 at 8:15
p.m. Call the Albuquerque Little Theater at 242-4750
for further information.
KELLER HALL SERIES - A joint recital by oboe. player
Darrell Randal and pianist Morton Schoenfeld is
scheduled for March 22 at 8: IS p.m.

WEsT StiiE STORY - The famous American musical ~th
music by Leon~r? ~ernstein will be presented by the
Albuquerque CIVIc hght Opera Association March 25
through April 4. Ticket prices range from $4 to $10,
with $1 off for students.

MoviES
The ASUNM Film Committee will present the following
films this week in the SUB Union Theater:
.
The Postman Always Rings Twice - This new version
of the steamy 'Film Noir' stars Jack Nicholson and
Jessica Lange. Showtimes are at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Friday and Saturday,
A van/-gardeFilm Portraits, Part I - Jerome Hill's Film
Portrait blends still photographs with animation into

NIGHT ENTERTAINMENT
Fri. & Sat. 7:00 & 9:15

KUNM RADIO SCHEDULE
Monday:

THEATER

Raices - Latino music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Mcnctay Night Drama,

Bus STOP - The comedy-drama by Pulitzer Prize winner
William loge will be presented at the Barn Dinner
Theater in Cedar Crest now through April 4. Wed·
nesday through Saturday the Barn opens at 6 p.m. for
cocktails and 6:45 to 7:45p.m. for dinner. Plays begin
at 8:15p.m .. On Sundays, the cocktail hour begins at 4
p.m., dinner is served from 4:30 to 5:30p.m. and the
play begins at 6 p.m.
To KILL A MoCKINGBIRD - This classic American play
came to the Albuquerque Little Theater March S; it will
run through March 21. Showtimes are 8 p.m. Tuesday
through Thursday; Saturday at 6 and 9 p.m.; and
Sunday afternoons at 2 p.m. Tickets are $5.
NUEVO MEXICO Si! - Music of New Mexican history
translated into English is playing at the Tiffany
Playhouse March 12 through 26. Curtain times are 8
p.m. Friday and SaJUrday and 3 p.m. on Sunday.
Ticket prices are $4; $3.50 for senior citizens, children,
and students; $3 a person for groups of 10 or more.
THE PLAYBOY OF THE WESTERN WORLD ~John Synge's
classic Irisb comedy is about a man and his courage to
confess to the "murder" of his father. The play opened
March 11 and runs through March 28. Showtimes are
Thursday through Saturday at 8 p.m. Sunday matinee
is 2:30 p.m. Tickets are $4.
ST. PATRICK's DAY BENEFIT- On March 16, a special St.
Patrick's Day benefit will be at the Vortex and will be
sponsored by the Irish-American Society. Everyone is
welcome.
CoMMON PREDATORS The world premiere by
Albuquerque playwright Jon Tuttle is scheduled at the
Alley Theatre Southwest from March 19 through April
18. Curtain times are scheduled for 8:15 p.m.
Thursdays through Saturdays and :2:30 p.m. on
Sundays. Tickets are priced at $4 with a discount for
senior citizens and students.

Stations on the AM dial:
KRKE
KDAZ
KOB

KOEO

I< KIM

KDRM
KXKS

610
730

770
9:111
1000
1150
1190

KABQ

1350

KRZY
KAM)(

1450
1500.
1580

KZIA

Country music, news
Contemporary Chris!ilm music
~~:e of the road, news
Christian music and progra-ms
Easy listening, middle of road
Beautiful music
Spanish Radio
Country music

!1!iX) Top40
News, tallc.shaws

ABscENcE oF MALI<;E - Eastd 1!le
ALTERED STATES- Don Pancho's (March 24-25)
THE AMATEUR - Montgomery Plaza, Winrock U
ATLANTIC CITY- Coronado Four
CHA!UoTS oF FIRE - Wyoming Mall
Tim DECLINE OF WESTERN CIVU.IMTION -Don Pancho's
(Friday-Tuesday)
ELECTRIC HORSEMAN - Eastdale
BMSERHEAD- Don Pancho's (March 19·20)
EROTIKus - Don Pancho's (Wednesday-Thursd!IY)
EVIL UNDER THE SUN -Far North, .Los Altos Twin
GoLD RUNNER- Coronado Four
GREAT WHITE- Montgomery Plaza, Winrock II
HOUSE OF WAX - H;ighland
MAKINo LovE - Coronado Four
MissiNG- Far North, Los Altos Twin
MONTENEGRO- The Guild
ON GoLDEN PoND- Cinema East, Louisiana Blvd
PRIVATE LESSONS- Lobo, Louisiana Blvd
RAIDERS OF THE LOST MK -Cinema East
RiCHARD PRYOR LIVE ON ST.iNSET STRIP - Coronado
Four, Montgomery Plaza
A SLAVE OF LoVE - Don Pancho's (March 21-23)
SWAMP THING- Far North, Wyoming Mall
TAPS -Louisiana Blvd
VICE SQUAD- Fat North

10 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Tuesday:

Home of Happy Feet- Folk-Bluegrass music

7 p.m. to 10 p.m.

'

Wednesday:

Homecookin'- Blues music
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
'
Thursday:

The Light That Jazz Lit - Jazz music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Friday:

Jazz Alivef,
7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

RockQuarry- Rock music,
9 p.m. to midnight
An Hour of Eating - New Wave music
Midnight to 1 a.m.

'

Saturday:

Hot Lix- Rock 'n' Roll Oldies,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Soul Set- Soul music,
10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Sunday

Something Classic- Classical music,
11:30a.m. to 5:30p.m.
Orient Express- International Folk music,
5:30p.m. to 7 p.m.
Singing Wire - Native American music,
7 p.m. to 9:30p.m.

BoGART's (Montgomery Plaza) -This weekend features
Off the. Wall starting at 9 p.m. upstairs, and Rosy
Palmer IS scheduled for downstairs. Happy hour i<
Monday through Friday from 4 to 8 p.m., with folk
music by Ron Torres.
CARAVAN EAST (7605 Central NE)- Back At the Ranch
begi1_1s playin~ at 5 p.m. for cocktail hour; Clay Mac
furrushes mus1c at 8:30p.m. for dancing.
CHE.LSEA. STREET PUB (Coronado Center) - The easyhstcmng sounds of Cross Country will be featured this
weekend. Music, drink specials, and contests start at 9
p.m.
CoWBOY's (3301 Juan Tabo Blvd. NE) - Friday and
Saturday the country music sounds of Last Chance
Band are heard; Sunday night it's the music of Three·
Legged Willy.
DANBI's (2900 Coors NW) - This week presents the
contemporary jazz sounds of Lany MacDonald's
Swinging Crew. Music begins at 8:30p.m.
FRIAR's NoRTH (4410 Wyoming NE)- Sassy Jones plays
contemporary rock music for listening and dancing on
Friday and Saturday night beginning at 9 p.m.
·
FRIAR's PuB (6825 Lomas NE) -The modern rock sound
of Trouble begins at 8:30p.m. for dancing. Next week
the Striders are featured.
GmRALTER's (4800 San Mateo Blvd. NE) - Modern
rock, top 40 music by Soundstage will be featured
through the end of next week. Music starts at 9 p.m.
on both Friday and Salurday night.
GoLDEN INN (Golden, New Mexico, take state highway 14
toward the Crest) -This weekend Gatemouth Brown
w!ll be in concert playing his rock-a-billy blues.
Tickets are $4 and are available at aU Giant Ticket
Outlets.
Doc 'Holiday, The Planets and Off the Wall will play
Sunday from 2 to 9 p.m. as part of a 94 Rock Party.
Rusty Weir will play at the Inn starting March 19.
GRAHAM CENTRAL STATION (3301 . Juan Tabo NE) Friday night country music is featured and Saturday
night it's disco. Sunday night The DukeCty All-Stars
play, country music for dancing. Twenty-five cent
drinks from 7 to 9 p.m. all week long.
HUNGRY BEAR (1200 Wyoming Blvd. NE) - This
weekend the music of Denver's MacArther .Park fills
the air. Music starts at 9 p.m.
NED's (4200 Central SE) - Top 40, contemporary rock
and oldies by Ole Scratch are scheduled ror this
weekend. Music starts at 9 p.m.
PA10M!No Cttm (2900 Coors Blvd. NW) - Riding
Sho!gun . will begin playing contemporary country
mus1c at 8:30p.m. Happy hour is from 5to 7 p.m.
THE . SYNDICATE (Fonnerly The Flirn-Flarn, 2225
Wyoming NB) ~ Folk singer and guitarist Debbie
Brown. is featured for dinner.music from 7 to lO p.m.
on Fnday; on Saturday from 7 to 10 p.m. easylistening piano rnusic is provided as a compliment to
the dinner atmosphere.

Stat lone on the FM dlel:

Kt.YT
KANW
KUNM
I(RST

KOB
KWXL
KHFM

I<ZZX
KKJV
KF.MG

R_il'trnlfon 101_ ls t1Ublished wuidy by .~h~ New Mnko iltlly Loho as a
to its daily pUblication .schedule. Rt'Cmltion 101 and ihe New Medtli

suplemt~l

88.3

Contemporary Christian music

89.1

Disco

90.1
92.3
93.3
94.0

96.3
99.0
100.0
108.0

Public Radio - Jazz Blues Folk
Countl\l
Cnnt9mporary easy listening
194 Rock) Album oriented rock
Classical
Adult contemporary top 40
Beautiful music
illlasa.appeal album.orianted rock

Dan, Lobo ate i'tot tinanclally-assoclared With the University of New Melded
Ot~itllolis C>tpttsscd in MHrtatlori UU are those of the author solely N~tlling
t:~tinted In Murratlnn 101 neces!arily repruentslhe vieWs of the Univetsl~yof New

Muico.

All_submissions to Rftrt~don tot become the l)tOpcrty of the New Multo
bally labo and wlll be edited tcu length and libelous contenL
Rrcrt~tlon

101 Editbriaf Starr:
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SUB Theater

/

Students $1.50
Othere $2.00

/

•
30 games to play
The largest gameroom in
the University area.
Across from UNM
Next to Don Pancho's
247·4120

"WILDLY
FUNNYI"
-Carrie Rickey, Village Voice
•
Susan
Anspach
0

'"
"SIZZLING
SENSUALITY!"
-Jack Kroft.

Newsweek
"THE MOST ACCESSIBLE. ·
SURREALISTIC COMEDY
SINCE THE MARX
.BROTHERS MADE
'DUCIC SOUP'!'
-SieQhen M

Silverman. N.v. Posf

nMES 7:3o, 9::10
(Sat-Sun MMIIIIIH
lit 1:30, 3:30, 5:30)

erotic
comedy.
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Career.Fair To Offer Chance To Meet Possible Employers
Jerr Ale;>~:ander

-Safety-------continued from page R-1

the possibility of an injury occurring. Both
Schauerle .and WUson strongly suggest packing a
small homemade first-aid kit, and more importantly
hiking in groups of two or more people.
.
"If you have an injury, the first thing you do 1s
sit down and think of the severity of the injury,"
Wilson said. "That's where it's important to have
the other person there."
Wilson said if a hiking partner contracts
hypothermia (when the body loses heat faster than
it can produce it; causing the body temperature to
lower), several things should be done. Among other
things, Wilson said the person should be moved into
a sheltered area and given dry clothes. If possible,
skin. to skin contact is the best way to get the victim's body temperature back up, as well as giving
the victim warm liquids and starting a fire, Wilson
said.
Schauerte said if someone breaks their ankle, they
should be moved to a nearby stream if possible, and
the ankle should be soaked in the cold water. The
person should not try to walk on it, Schauerte said.
Schauerte said someone can be sent to get help so
the injured person can be carried out.
Both Schauerte and Wilson said things like

bandaids, adhesive tape, mole skin, which helps
prevent blisters, a sunscreen lotion and aspirin
should be includeq in a first-aid kit. Wilson added
things like safety pins, halizone tablets (water
purifying tablets), and bullion cubes in her first aid
kit. She also said it might be wise to .include a snake
bite kit especially when hiking in New Mexico.
Both Schauerte and Wil~on agree it may also be
wise to leave a message with a fatnily member or
friend as to where you will be and how long you will
be gone.
And if you do get lost, Schauerte said you should
"stay put.''
'
Wilson said hikers get into trouble and get lost
because they "don't know the trail, They didn't
mark it and they didn't turn and look at it."
Schauerte said beginners should not try difficult
trails at first, but instead "should start out on .easy
trail hikes in well-marked areas, and gradually build
up to more difficult trails."
Wilson agrees that hiking can be great fun.
''You have to use common sense," Wilson said.
"That's why we take it for granted,'' she said.
''The biggest lesson I've learned is that it doesn't
have to be endured if you prepare," Wilson said.
"Then it's a great experience."

-Trails------------continued from page R-1

Cabin, along. the Pecos River.
More information about the

hiking trails listed and hiking trails
in these national forests can be
found at their corresponding

Tim Henderson
Swamp Thing

Swamp Thing is a thoroughly charming film of the
new "comic-book'' variety- lots of action, violence
and a sexy leading lady (Adrienne Barbeau) in a series
of tantalizing F;~y Wray-ward poses, but a minimum
of sex and blood.
The first half-hour or so is a little dull as a pseudo·
scientific premise is established for the magic potion
that will change our hero and two villains into strange
monsters - half-plant, half-animal ~who do titanic
battle in the swamps for possession of the secret
formula and the bosomy heroine. Once obligatory
concessions to ''real life" are out of the way,
however, the swamp becomes a kind of fairyland of
superheros and superVillains where anything can
happen. There is even a quasi"allegorical side to the
tale: a kind of complexity rarely seen in such a just·

ranger stations or by calling the
Regional Forest Service Office at
766-2444.

for-fun children's format.
The first villain who takes the magic potion turns
into a dwarf rather than a giant, though he had been
a large and powerful man. Upon questioning, the
Swamp Thing (originally the scientist who developed
the formula) reveals that the potion works to embody
the mental stature of a man, not simply to exaggerate
his physical power. In a way, of course, it's still
comic-book convention- a way of making good and
evil larger than life - but it's interesting to compare
the hero's earlier romantic speech about "the beauty
of the swamp" in which he finds an analogy to the
htJman body and the "thousand messy miracles under
our skin.'' Is ugliness, then, a necessary ingredient of
beauty? Whatever the moral of this modern fable,
Swamp Thing never lets itself get sidetracked with
complications that detract from the action. I give it a
"thumbs-up" for pure unpretentious entertainment
that ought to satisfy children without boring the
adults. Enjoy!

Clubs Release Frustration
RamonaNye
"It's frustration release," said a member of the UNM Mountain club,
Jeff Biley, about backpacking. Several dubs in Albuquerqu~ allo~ an
individual interested in the outdoors to "get away from 1t all' by
planning am! organizing a wide variety of backpack.ing .and hiking trips.
The following is a list of local outdoor orgamzauons and the1r ac·
tivities:
UNM Mountain Club - The UNM Mountain club, formed in around
1962 serves UNM students by organi~ing trips dealing with rock clim·
bing' water rafting, cross-country sking, cave exploring and backpacking.
The 'club also conducts various day hikes in conjunction with its main·
tenance of the La Luz trail in the Sandia mountains. "The officials
organize trips but the constituency can plan their own trips," said Ron
Martel, vice president of the UNM Mountain club.
The club covers the whole state of New Mexico and its favorite place
for backpacking, according to seve.ral members, is the Pecos Wilderness
Area. Because the club provides all the necessary equipment, an average
backpacking trip cost~ a member only food and gas.
During spring break, the club has tentative plans to go backpacking in
the Bavasupai, which is a side canyon to the Grand Canyon in Arizona.
In May, the club is planning a backpacking trip to Mt. Rainier in
Washington.
To build up endurance for backpacking trips, the club members run the
UNM Parcourse, swim, lift weights and play raquetbaU. "It's healthful,"
said club member Debbie Jacot.
Jacot commented on the advantages of being a member of the UNM
Mountain club, "I found out about a lot of places I didn't know about.''
Membership fees for the UNM Mountain club are $5 a semester. For
more information about the club contact Spin Shaffer at 277·4382 or Ray
Page at 281-2748.
New Mexico Mountain Club - The New Mexico Mountain Club,
founded in 1952, enables people of all ages and of the same interests to
get together and go hiking.
"The club has all kinds of advantages. We have organized hiking
activities with a tremendous range of development to learn what is
around the city of Albuquerque and give members exposure to different
places," says Wilde! Nelson, president of the New Mexico Mountain
club.
The club conducts different levels of hikes to match the endurance of
different members. "Little old ladies in tennis shoes could do those
things," said Nelson about class one hikes. Class one hikes consist of day
hikes in the foothills of the Sandias. The class two hikes are moderately
difficult. The class three hikes are difficult and the technical hikes require
several weeks of training. "Experience determines the class of hike a
member chooses," Nelson said,
"It is up to the individual to get themselves into shape physically for
these things and every individual must have their own equipment,
although we do rent out a few things," he said.
"We have hikes all the time," said Don Scharte, chairman of adopted
trails. The club conducts hikes during the week and weekends. During
spring break the club is conducting two backpacking trips. One will be in
Mexico and the other will be to the Superstition Wilderness in Arizona.
Other recent trips are to Trigo Canyon in the Manzano Mountains on
March 21 and to Piedra Liza Springs on March 20.
Membership fees for the New Mexico Mountain club are $4 a year and
an extra dollar for additional family members. For more information
students can attend the club's meetings which are held the third Wednesday of every month at St. Timothy's Lutheran Church at the corner of
Jefferson and Copper.
Sierra Qub- The Albuquerque Sierra group, started in 1972, is involved
in public environmental education, legislative lobbying, judical activities,
conservationalism and backpacking.
''The Sierra club enables a person to take an active part in the
preservation of the environment and to have a lot of fun," said conservation chairman Ron Grotbeck.
The Sierra Club conducts backpacking trips to all parts of New
Mexico. March 20, the club will conduct its maintenance day hike on the
Embudito trail in the Sandias.
Membership fees for students are $12 a year and $16 for a joint
membership. General meetings are conducted the third Monday of every
month. For more information, students can contact the Sierra Club at
881-0354.

Would you like a chance at
getting a jump on the competition
in meeting and talking with
possible employ~rs in your field of
study?
The University of New Mexico
Career Planning and Placement
Center will give stutlents that
chance at a· Career Fair for nontechnical majors March 24,
The career fair will provide an
opportunity for students majoring
in non-technical areas to explore
career possibilities .in an informal
setting, said Lou Edwards, a
counselor at the center.
About 33 firms have signed up
for the fair, including IBM,
Mountain Bell, Xerox, the Natonal
Park Service, the FBI, Social

Security, the cities of Albuquerque
and Santa Fe, local banks and.
police departments, Edwards said,
"These firms are not here to
recruit," Edwards Said. The fair is
primarily an informational eve'nt.
"The fair is a good tool for
students to use," in career ex·
ploration, Edwards said, and it is a
"good opportunity as well, for
employers to find out about our
students."
Kelli Livermore, another
counselor at the center, said last
year the fair attracted about 25
companies, with about 300
students attending.
"Employers are delighted with
the quality of our students,"
Livermore said.
Non-technical students are those
in the College of Arts and

~Fwnnenco------------~
continued frcm page 1

One proposal is to lease or
purchase the Bandelier Films
building, located one block
south of the University on
Silver Ave. SE.
There are a number of options being considered, Hansen
said, including possible changes
within the dance department.
He said that room Bl25 of
the Fine Arts Center was made
into a flamenco dance studio,
but it was a flop because it was
too noisy and the dancers did
not like the. resilience of the
floor. So it was moved to B409
on the assumption that there
would be room in Carlisle Gym
for other studio classes.
'Room B409, the dance
studio, was originally intended
to be a theater rehearsal room,
Hansen said.
But the dance department
was informed by the health,
education
and
physical
recreation department that
Carlisle Gym would not be
available for Modern Dance II,
a mainline dance course, he
said.
Hansen said that when the
choice had to be made between
Flamenco and Modern Dance
11, Modern Dance II was kept.
"Flamenco is in a different
category· in terms of dance,"
Hansen said, "you can't put it
in just any room.''
He said you need the proper
floor that won't be torn up by
the shoes.
"We are very proud of the
flamenco program as an or·
nament
to
the
dance
curriculum," Hansen said, but
it is not a center of the dance
program, not every dance
student takes it.
Eva Encinias, the course

instructor, brought flamenco to
UNM six years ago.
She came here to study
motlern dance and when the
dance faculty found out about
her strong background in
flamenco they worked on
getting her on the staff,
"lt is a specialized course, we
have always had a high
enrollment. Students are en·
thusiastic about flamenco
because it is very rewarding,"
Encinias said.
The
beginning
class
enrollment averaged 35 to 40
students, and the · advanced
about 20.

Sciences, University College, the
College of Fine Art~ and the
Anderson School of Management,
Edwards said. Computer and
accounting majors do not qualify,
however.
The

Career

Planning

Placement Center, the College of
Arts and Sciences,, University
College and the Anderson School
of Management are co-sponsors of
the fair.

The only requirement for adand mission to the fair is that students

sign up at the door, so an accurate
assessment can be made as to the
number of stu\lents attending,
·
Livermore said.
The Career Fair will be held in
the SUB Ballroom, from 9 a.m. to
3 p.m. For more information call
the center at 277-253 I.

Ecuador Tapes Donated to UNM
Four Spanish language video
tapes on Ecuador have been
donated to the University of New
Mexico Latin Amrican Institute by
the Banco Central del Ecuador and
three of them will be shown in
March and April at the Institute.
Each film is 30 minutes long,
They will be shown in the
Institute's conference room at 801
Yale NE and are also available to
UNM professors for classroom
use.
"Quito, Patrimonio de Ia
Humanidad" will be shown March
23 at noon. It covers the
development of colonial Quito,
inclutling the founding of various
religious orders, and discusses the
problem of historic preservation in
the city in the face of extensive
rural-urban migration.
"Nucanchic" will be shown
April 5 at noon. The program
discusses the problems Ecuador's

indigenous people have within a
mestizo dominated society.
Housing, agriculture, religion,
dress, language and the unity of
the nation's indigenous peoples are
analyzed.
"Galapagos," a tape about the
Galapagos Islands 600 miles off
the Ecuadorian mainland, will be
shown April 14 at noon.

Another tape, "Nuestra Primera
Historia," discusses Ecuadorian
prehistory and elaborates on the
characteristics of the Formative,
Regional
Development and
Integration periods in each of the
three geographic areas.
More information about the
tapes is available from the
Institute, 277-2961.

Ambassador to Mexico To Visit UNM
Carlos M. Morales

Gavin speaks fluent Spanish. He
earned a degree in Latin American
economic history from Stanford
University in 1952 and was a
special advisor to the Organization
of American States from 1961 to
1965.

The U.S. ambassador to Mexico
will be at .the University of New
Mexico Tuesday to give a lecture
and attend a dinner in his honor.
John Gavin, 49, appointed as
ambassador to Mexico by
President Reagan, is a former . The amb;mador will lecture on
actor whose films include Psycho, U.S.-Mexican relations, Tuesday at
Thoroughly Modern Millie, and the Latin American Institute, 801
Yale NEat 3!30 p.m.
Imitation of Life.

--Jamaica---------------------------continued from page i'

in the middle of the desert,"
D1.1szynski said.

The biology department at·
tempts to do that through a series
Unlike a tourist who simply has
of courses in marine biology that
to
prove U.s. citizens!)ip to travel
gives students experience by
traveling to areas where these in Jamaica, sttJdents working at a
environments can be studied, he government facility in the country
need work visas and passports,
said.
Duszynski said.
. "It would be ludicrous to develop
a marine biology program at UNM
To get the work visa a student

She said they have a high
outreach for it because of its
cultural background and importance as a dance form
because of the strength and
endurance it requires. It
provides
a
conditioning
background for modern dance
and ballet.
"The students are pretty
upset," Encinias said. "They
are really hustling to see what
they can do."
Some students are passing
around a petition to gel UNM
faculty and sttldent signitures
on behalf of tl)e flamenco
program.
She said members of the
community also don't want to
see the program eliminated.
"Flamenco is a real appreciated part. of any dance
production," Encinias, who
directs her own company, said.
"It is popular in New Mexico
because it is related to the
culture here," she said.

needs two visa applications, an
affidavit of non-criminal status
from the local police department a
physical exam with a current ch~st
x-ray, a letter from the Discovery
Bay facility, a letter from UNM
stating that the student has suf.
ficient money to do the research
and proof that the student will not
be employed in Jamaica. J!very
student needs these documents.

CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS UNM

Popejoy Ball
PRESENT

You haven't really lived until
you've seen it livel

Flamenco started as a folk
dance of gypsies in southern
Spain. Later ii was standardized
to teach and pass along.

BAR
Eric Maddy
Northwestern Corral
The Northwestern Corral, 7901 4th NW, is a nice, quiet, spacious
country and western bar if there can be one.
There is enough room to walk between tables without knocking over
someone's drink. The dance floor is not all that big, but roomy enough to
accomodate the small crowd.
The lighting and' noise levels are different than most bars on a Friday
and Saturday night. You can actually see who you are talking to, in
contrast with some other places where you have to feel your way back to
the table. Even whert the balld' plays, a normal conversation without
screaming to the person sitting next to you is in order.
The noise level in this case was helped by a sound mart for the
Albuquerque All Stars, one of the better country bands around. The sixpiece group plus lead singer performed a variety of numbers (sofi, fast.
slow) with excellent range, which made dancing and listening pleasurabl~
for this patron,
Unfortunately, the All Stars have moved on to greener pastures, but
the Freddie Chavez Foundation, one of Albuquerque's better known
bands, is now playing.
Drink specials vary from night to night, with Happy Hour set frotn
to 7 p.ill. A little food, including pizza, tamales and chips, are available
with your beverages.
All. in aU, the Northwestern Corral may be a little out of your way but
if you want to get away from the typical crowded, noisy, dark bars: the
drive is worth it.

s

I

Medical
·Students

The

Full scholarships with stipends avail·
able. A. limited number of scholarships
offering full paid tuition, books, fees,
and necessary equipment plt,~s an
annual total stipend of $8000 available
from the u.s. Navy. Do you qilalify?

Special To UNM Students
Tuesday, April 20 ·8:15PM· 1/z Price· $10, $9, $7
Wednesday, April21- 3:00PM· Balcony Only- $7, $5.50
LIMIT 2 PER I.D.
Hurry! Offer Expires March 27 • Hurry!

For more information contact:
Navy Medical Programs
First National Bank Bililding
5301 Central NE
Albuqilerque, NM 87108
or call (505) 766·3895 (collect)

Telephone 277-3121

•
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New Age Mellow for a Now Generation

REVIEWS

Camera Camera- Renaissance
International Record Syndicate,
/981
Review by Craig Chrisslnger
Don't pick up this album expecting the oame group that put
out such generally fantasy·
oriented, soft rock records as
Scheherazade and Other Tales and
Live at Carnagie Hall. In this
album, their first in several years,
the group's style greatly changes.
The title song, on the first side,
starts off with camera clicking
noises and progresses into a
normal sounding Renaissance leadin. The style changes as the vocals
start. I found that the group has
gone slightly new wave, This is not
what I expected.
In "Faeries (Living at the
Bottom of the Garden)," the
group makes an attempt to retvrn
to fantasy-oriented music, but does
not succeed. The new style falls far
short _of such group classics as

"Ocean Gypsy," Written by
Michael Dunford, principal, and
Peter Gosling, newcomer, it starts
out sounding as majestic as
previous fantasy tunes, but soon
falls in the new style's trap.
The
next
two
tunes,
"Remember" and "Bonjour
Swansong," are more reminiscent
of the group's old sound. Both
were written by principal
songwriters Dunford and Thatcher. Both arc very enjoyable with
good vocals, guitar~. keyboards
and percussion. Only the long
fade-out on "Remember'' i~ bad.
The flip side is filled. with the
same mixture of style, but is more
successful in bringing listening
pleasure, The four songs vary
greatly, but all allow the talent of
lead singer Annie Haslam to shine
brightly. This woman always has
had a fantastic, beautiful voice
with a large range. The first song,
"Okichi-San," especially allows
her to share her vocal talents in
long-held, high-pitched notes.

Dunford and Thatcher team up
on "Jigsaw." It is a fast-paced,
exciting song with a hard-hitting
beat. Haslam's vocal talents add to
the song, making it one of my
favorite album songs.
"Running Away from You" by
Jon Camp, the third principal
member, is another fast-paced tune
with good vocals and percussion.
Finally, "Ukraine Ways" finishes
the album with a good, solid
Renaissance sound.
Overall, the album is worth
buying, although old fans may be
disappointed at points.

Late to Work- Skyline
Hying Fish Records, !981.
'

Review by Joe Cavaretta
For almost five years, Tony
Trischka was lost in a curious
branch of bluegrass that is neither
here nor there. Often called
"Spacegrass," it does not quite
make the complete jump into the
jazz-bluegrass fusion genre of
Dave Grisman or Tony Rice.
Trischka, who earned his
reputation as more of a

traditionalist, has made a
comeback with his latest effort and
band. 'fhe album seems to settle
into
a
comfortable
niche
somewhere between the two above
extremes. While the record is by no
means grounded in tradition as
Trischlla's work on ·Country
Cookin's first album, it does
manage to come close to a true
bluegrass-jazz fusion that does not
ignore bluegrass.
Jerry Lee Mittethoff, mandolin
player, conspired with Trischka to
produce a sometimes-surprising
overall effect. In the fourth cut of
side two, "Mr. Cool Gets Comfortable," the two trade breaks
that are both fast and clean.
Yet, the overall sound of the
record is pure bluegrass. Skyline's
female vocalist, Dede Wyland, and
the well-balanced harmony the rest
of the group provides, contribute
to this sound.
Trischka, given top billing by
Flying Fish on the record, seems to
have taken a step back to the days
of Breakfast Special when he and
Andy Stateman were still
producing music that resembled
real bluegrass.

'
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Perhaps Trischka went back and
read one of his own many banjo
instruction books, which ;tre
considered among the best for
learning old standards.
But one fact is still the same.
Trischka did not earn his welldeserved reputation for slow
picking. He is lightning fast.
Skyline has provided him a place
to showcase this talent without
getting lost in the b01ckground or
overpowering everyone else.

Exit, Tangerine Dream
Elekrra/Asylum
Rev.iew By David Clemmer
Tangerine Dreamers Edgar
Froese, Chris Franke and Johannes
Schmoelling
(replacing
the
departed Peter Baumann) escort
the listener down a high-tech highway of electronic sound in Exit,
their latest release. This Gennan
trio has been around since the late
sixties and has enjoyed a relativly
.small but dedicated audience since
the beginning. T.D. was a major
innovator in its earlier days, but
has moved to the background in
recent years with the . increasing
popularity of groups like Kraftwerk, J. M. Jarre and electronic
wunderkind Brian Eno.
The music on this album isn't
the robotic, programmed dance
music of Kraftwerk's recent efforts, nor does it fit into the
soporific
"ambient"
genre
pioneered by Eno. This stuff is
subtle; it's sort of easy-listening
electronics. It's left 'field, but not
wierd enough to freak out your
parents.
The albums six songs are
generally ' melodic, dreamy·· and
lushly produced - the kind of
music that sounds best late at night
on a good stereo with your eyes
closed. The electronic washes and
rubbery sounding synthetic percussion paint pretty pictures in
your head. It would seem that the
group has mellowed with age.
Two of the tunes, "Network"
and "Chronzon," have aggressive
enough beats to dance to, falling
into a sort of Euro-Disco, Giorgio
Moroden mode, rather than that of
the muJti,rnulti tracked studio funk
of "My Life in the Bush of
Ghosts."
This album is a good, pleasant
one, rtothing new, but definitely
satisfying.
•

*****

UNM, Mexico Exchange Athletes
Nick Greenwalt
A technological school in
Mexico and the University of New
Mexico are involved in a program
which includes exchanges in
athletics, entertainment and
engineering.
The lnstituto Tecnologico de
Chihuahau and UNM arc in the
second year of an exchange
program which includes competition between intramural
athletic teams, exchanges in
dramatic
productions
and
engineering.
In the athletic exchange, both
men's and women's basketball
teams, and a men's soccer ream
went from UNM to Chihuahua this
year while teams in men's baseball
and co-ed volleyball have come to
Albuquerque.
T~ams
involved from New
Mexico are usually from the intramural department because "the

balance of competition is not high
enough for them to compete
against our varsity," said Dr. Leon
Griffin, chairman of the Department of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation.
Griffin said the one exception is
the track and field team which is
sending their non-traveling squad
members
because
intramurals
doesn't have a track and field
program.
"The people in Chihauhau asked
for a competitive team because
they are promoting the meet
around UNM,'' Griffin said about
the meet which will be held April
21-25 and includes 22 other
Mexican schools.
UNM has other exchange
programs with other schools in
Mexico but Fred Perez, director of
the intramural department said, "I
feel this is one of the most studentoriented programs."
Perez said
that one of the reasons is that the

exchange athletes stay "ith the
families of their opponents.
"They have a good time when
they come \lP here," Perez s11id.
"The games and acthities become
secondary to what happens while
the kids are living together."
Perez said the students from
U'NM also have a good time in
Mexico.
Beth Wilson, a coordinator in
the intramural department who has
gone to Mexico with the program,
said the people there were
gracious, but that lhing with a
family that did not speak English
was scary.
Griffin and Perez both said they
were impressed by the hospitality
of the people in Chihauhau.

Manuel Justiz, a member of the
t.:!'.;;\1 committee which signed the
agreement, said that the program
started in October of l9i9 when
the Latin American Programs in
Education at UNM was given a
gram by the International Communication Agency to carry out a
program of educational and
cultural exchanges between six
University of Vermont, University tecnologicos and six community
of Colorado, University of colleges near the U.S.-Mexico
Wyoming and the University of border.
Utah in the first five places,
respectively.

UNM Skier Finishes 16th in Nationals
UNM skier Jill Wahlquist took
sixteenth in the giant slalom
Wednesday during the Association
for Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women championships in Stowe,
Vermont with at time of 2:16.3.
UNM's Lisa Kimura finished fiftythird with a time of 2:24.53.
Team standings are Middlebury,

UNM did not qualify to run as a
team due to Jack of a skier, but
individuals are competing.

Soccer Team Wins
The University of New Mexico
opened its spring season Sunday in
the city league. It defeated the
Cosmic Debris 3..(). Goals were
scored by Tom Renfro, Scott
Holman and Mario Picasso. The
team will travel to Chihuahua,
Mexico for two games during the
spring break.

BiUWcehter

Bald Lobo swimmers Pat Scsnlon and Mike Volt hang around
Frontier Restaurant Wednesday night. Their bodies ere devoid of
hair after e "sheve down" for the conference mBet lest weekend.
"We only "do it for that one big meet each year," Scanlon said.
"It's e psychologies/ effect; the sensation of the heirless body
hitting the weter gets the edmneline going." Bob Irwin, e Lobo
Aquatic Club swimmer, accompanies the two.

QUALIFIED
TEACHER
WANTED
Teaching positron open for 82·83' schoaf ~ear
elementary grades. Must be certified, bl~

tor

lingual preferred. Se11d resume to Taos Valtey
School, P.O. Bole 1:2061 Taos, NM tl7571. Oead·
lhie May 11 1982.

*****

HAIRCUTS
for only

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO • MAT
GMAT • OAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT· SAT • CPA· TOEFL
MSKP • NAT'L fliED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NOB -..NPB I • NLE

$2.50
3215 Central NE

~1tMPUIN

266-4900

Test .Preparation Speciahsts

no appointment necessary.

EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Smce 1938

For fnformalian, PIIM$9' CaN:

265-2524

h's not too latal

Instructors
Jess Trujillo and Gene Varoz
All work done by students.

ENROLL NOW

I'I

Home Tennis Match Set
The t.:niversity of New
The team's record thus far is
Mexico women's tennis team is 1-5 said first-year coach Helen
scheduled to play their first Hom.
home match Sunday at 1 p.m.
"We've played really stiff
against
Wichita
State competition at the beginning of
University.
the year. It is going to be a real
stiff season. But I see pla)ing
Playing in the match "iU be these teams will get us ready for
Amy Holloway, Laura Roybal, conference play,'' Horn said.
Susanne Kloster and LesUe She added that sorne of the
Roybal. Adrianne Maloof and tearns played were in the top 20
Syhia Porado played yesterday in the nation.
to determine the fifth comConference play will begin
p~titor in the match.
against Utah :0.1arch 30.

A COMPLETE LINE OF READY MADE FRAMES

1f2 PRICE SALE
on all METAL FRAMES

through March 31
Open Mon~sat 9am-5:30pm
3101 Central Ave NE 265-0959
~49 Menaul Blvd NE 299-D959

Christian Science
Organization
atUNM
Meets at 12:00 Noon Today
Room 253 New Mexico Union
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VOI.KSWAm:N REPAIRS • 'fUNE·UI'S, . C~li
247-.8609.
3/23
FR~:E TRIAL MATit . tutoring! Al.gebr~,. trig,
calculus. 836-2407,
3/23,
MORE JOBS, ItA n: you prepftred a r(ccnt resume?
We'll do it for you plus 2-hr classroom instructloll
only $10,()(), JO!lS·Joll Opportunity Betterment
Service, 1n Jackson NE (off Central east of
Carllsle9, 262-2261.
3/22

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising

J~ne,

4. Housing

Deadline 12:00 noon for next day's edition.
Open 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. Mon. thru Fri.
In Marron Hall Room 131 or by mail to
UNM Box 20, Alb. NM, 87131.
Rates: $.17 per word or $.11 per word per day
if ad is run five or more consecutive days.

I. Personals

'l'YI'JNG, 7SCf:NTS I'AG~;, 296-4998,
3/.2~
l'ltOH~<;SIONt\L
TYI'ING.
llt:ASONADLE,
ht~mive \ecrct~rinl experience. lllM Selectric Ill.
299·62~6 or 29').2676.
3/24
QliAI.ITY TYI'ING, I,OMt\S·Tramway Area. 299·

I'JNtSI lii':I,J':('TION ot· unique und traditionnl
,.,,. Chnrlie 1\omcru Jewelers', 293·

~old w~ddmg

511

1>'101'

ACC'llltAII·: . INH>RMA110N

AJIOlJT

13~5.

con·

lnu.:crHiuul o,ttrilu.atiun. abortion. Right to t"hoo'j~.
~4 (JI1.J.
tfn
J'JU:CiNAN<'Y TI·SJIN(; & COltNSt;J.JNG, l'hone

tfn
SOLUIIONS Casey
Clptmli company unl.omnSJUII west ofWnsltington.
tfn
\\1·." 1lor lliSliUIIliHJJIS. Prewnplion eycgtm
lr.mw' <Hccnwt•h Vil!aBc (tcnnon Styles), gold
1 unlc" $~4 ~0 (Jcgnlnr $~5.00[. Pay Lc:'is Opticians,
~tKI~ Mcmtul N.l·., a•W" from Lnlltiltl.
tf11
il'N1i sz.Js; 1\\·o larm.fre;h egg~, two homemade
Z•l7 'JHI'I,

l'ONfA("f'S·I'OJ.I~IIING,

or

a··(t I

'tdll\~gc Pitttle'l, two ~~i~c~
101151, frc:\:
~re<n dulr, Open 7 a.m. Morning (;lory Cnfc. C'orner
o.r !•trill~. en trill and Monte Vista 268·7040.
1f11

du:nUI."ill ln:c

c

$5 II\ ·V' llh~l

cru• ~•I the week. l)aJiy l.obo will pay

~~111~~;, ·~~~~~·,~~~lil~~--:o~hd:.~i:l~c~:~ ~~~;~r ~~~~;

haw ynur narne io Jlay 'NIIIner. 277·5656, ask for
NcV.Iit'tH.nn.
tfn

M('AT, l>AT lttVlhW ml'hysics, lliofogy, (leneral
Clrenu1try, Clrgani<:, 'rousorcd by l're·MeJ Club
ntemhcr~ SJO.()(I. Non.metnbers S4S.OO. For more
mfonnauon i:all277·6S6S or come bySUII24·P.
3/12
('llt:EIU.EAUf;Jt/S'JllNTMAN TRVOVfSI Pick
up applicn(ions ln Studcn.t Activities Center, Roon1
106, NM llnlon lhnldlng. Applications due Mnrch
12. ('hnic starts Jllarch22. Tryouts April I and 2. Call
217-4706 for furtltcr Information.
3/12
('IIJNf~s•: IIUFFt:'f. Cllt:Al'l All you can eat.
l um:h S3.4S, Sup(let $4.50, Sunday Brunch S3.4l.
Jao )no's Place, 5000 Central Ave. Sll.
lfn
I'ASSI'ORT PHOTOS, LOWF..ST prices! l'lensant
pictures! I23 Wellesley SE corner Silver. Please call
fuM.U~I3U
lfu
UAIIT ANU Kf:V monthly newsletter for singles,
cuprds ~neclal, 2S Free trial memberships, Hurry, llx
3714, Armuillo, Texas, 19106.
3/12
RAl'TIN(; OVt:R SPRING Dreakl Day trips on N.
Rtu Grande, March 14, 16, 18, 20. $20 per person.
Wildwuter Rafting Experiences, 266-97ll (evenings).
3112
t'A<'lll.l'V JAZZ COMBO forming. Call Conrlilf,
271-2736.
3112
"SKI I'URGA TORY '811" Enjoy Spring Break
skiing In the Colorado Rockies. Low Rates! Call
Student Travel Center, 277-2336 or visit office, 25 I
liJtstairs in sun.
J/12
U:'J''S c;o PARTV, lhe.Timel Town Mugger. 3122
WA.Nn:u TO BUY: Woman's second-hand bicycle
111 good condition. .Phone 277-376S or 266·6656
(evenlngs9.
3/22
BASS ri.A YER Nt:•:JJEI> for 60's style, original
material, band. Mt!ll be $Crioos and ddependable, age
25.Jtl pteftrrrd, Bradd 242-4678.
3/23
11101' SMOKING • JUST S sessions. Money back
guaratllte call The Last Match, 2920 Carlisle NE,
884·9142.
J/23
MURI'IJV, c;oou STUn' Maynard! Dugsy, 3112
I..Ain' OJ, TIIANX for the nicest 0-Day I've ever
had. 23 . will be the be~t as long as I've got
you ••• (wink, wink). Love Ya!Dig "G".
3!12
m:NJSE, TilE FRIEND or a dreamtirne. the sunshine of a liretime. Midnight moon.
3112
NIIEAR, \'OU'Rt: LIKE a nower in Spring. Bee my
honey. Pooh Bear.
3/12
OANNV S. • IIA VE a nice SJlring Break! I Proml!e
while out iri the sun, Itt wear my shorts• to rtl)l knees!:
:i/11
D~DAWA WAWh, TillS is no 8oosod! Happy 19th
lluthday! ! ! Do )'OU like guinea pig?! Have a bad
good da)·! Your friends, Janean !ll)ollean, Soo1ie
FIOIIlie, and "The PheasMi Man".
J/12

4/1

TYI'ING:
t:XP.:RU:NCI\D, . R•:ASONABI.E,
competent. U~lng correctable sdectr.ic ·IS type styles.
296 6299.
J/30
l'ROFK'iSIONAl, TYI'.ING JIY English MAeditor.
Vu\t experience with dissertations. papers. Editing
~vuilablc. 266-9150.
4112
PltOH~'iSIONAl. TYI'ING IIV Engli~h MAJedltor.
Va\t experience with dissertations, papers. E:!litlng
available. 266·9550.
4/12
ll()ll'it;llt\('K l{II)JN(l U~'iSONS: !.earn how to
rille or bctlet your~elf. Experienced horse person gives
!mons in Western, Engli~h. Jumping, Driving.
Jc;rn~ttc, 299·9Z53.
J/23

.

1

Til£ CITAD£L-Sl!PEilD. lqcatlon near ·l!NM and
downtown, Bus service every 30 minutes, 1 bedroom
or efficiency, frPm $220, All utilities paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1$20 University NE. 243-2494, tfn
fOR R•:NT: EHICIENCV apartment, 1410 Oirard
N.E., $ISS/mo., all utilities paid, $100 security
deposit. Fully furnished-security locl<s and laundry
facililles. No chilllren or pets. Ple11se Cl!ll before 6:00
in !he evening, 266·8392.
tfn
H.lR RENT; E•'FICIENCV Apartment, $120; I
be!lroom, $ISO. Swimming Pool, beautiful view of
golf course. Close 1<1 UNM and TYI, 1.313 Welle~ley
S.E. 256.7748,
3/)1
IIAI.F DI.OCK UNM delu~e one bedroom twin or
dpubie 5235 includes utililies. Varsity House, 141
Columbia, 268-0525.
4/5
SMART STUDENT SPECIAL! Clean modern i BR,
$149; 2BR, $179, ''Scholarships" available. 206
Mcscnler<l NW, 255·2221, 345-4150,
3/24
ONt; llR Fl!IINISJU:D, utilities Paid $2]5,
Unfurnished, $17Q. 1218 Copper NE, 7900 Bell SE,
842-6170.
3/24
UNM Allt:A ONt: bedroom $185.00 per month
utilities furnished, no pets. Call 293-1070 afler 5:00
p.m.
3/12
SIIARE WITH COUPU: large 2·bdrm, fireplace,
garage, garden,Jnundry facilities. Pet ok. Nice
nbhood near UNM. 242·3622.
3/l:t
IIOUSt:MA'FE,
NONSMOKER.
BRIGJIT,
spacious, $135 plus Utilities. 292·1080.
3112
UNM APT. $93 per month. Hableespanol, 247-9207,
3/lS

0•
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SPRING BREAK

Video Game

SPECIAL

3. Services
Gl1ltAR U:ssOSS, IN9Till'MENTS. repairs and
tentnl<. MARC'S Guitar Center, 14j HM\atd S.r:.
tfn
ZM·l315.
.IOIJS H 1Lt . TIME, part time, Jlrolesslonal,
tedmtc<il, dcrical and career dtangc$. We do it all.
Regt~ter o11e time fee of $50.00. No other fees or
<tltnOli,liOnl. We guarantee finding )'OU a position.
JOiiS·Joh Opportunity Betterment Set•ice, 122
J.,,k,on NE (off Central cast of Carlisle), 261-226t.
'h'l'i!'IG 111M SELECTRIC iSS·3337,

/22
3/31

TH'ING • ··AST • A.CCURAn; • Reasonable,
Cassette Tranwipt!on. 241·2583.
3t21i
T\'I'ING-I'ROH:SSIONAI. QllAUT\' ptonto at
KittkoiPronto: n c: nt no extra charge. Wewlll edit.
K:l', i31i. Central SE, across Central from Popejoy
llall.
tfn
A·l Tl'l'ISTS•TI-:RM papcts, resumes 299·8970.
3/31

WE BOT llJSTRIBlJTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (l.ennon styles), gold,
rimless. $54.50 regUlar $65.00. Pay Less Opticians,
5001 Menual N.E. across from LaBelles,
tfn
liANG GLIDt:JI, JIEI.MET, harness, for beginner
$600 (use!l), Instruction included, 242·0145 Mter
3/12
Spm.
NASIIJKI WOMf:N'S 10 Speed. 21 Inch, Mixte
frame. Very good condition. $85,242·0275 evenings.
3/12
RAI.EIGII COMP.:TITION RACING bicycle. 54cm
(21 ln.), 1\eYnolds S31DB frame. Campy hubs.
E:xcellcnt lightweigltl bike, S400, 242-0275 cveologs,
3/12
cot.D n:t;n w•:ooiNG ring set for sale, Brand
new. Paid$1325.00, sacrlficeS9SO.OO. Call292·2082.
3/12
1976 MAZDA GLC, D~luxe, .Automatl~ $2599, 873·
0471.
3/22
ANTIQUI; CLOTIIJNG COLLECTION, 1900·
1940's, Annual sale, Friday and Saturday, March 12
and ll from 11:00a,m.unti16:00 p.m. Cashonly,419
Dallas N.E.
3/12
REDLINE DMX BIC'i'CLE $160,00, Js Works
Replica $ speed Crusler $400,00, Gitanc to speed, 21
inch frame, 2~14S7.
3122
'68 RENAULT R·IO. H mpg. Many new parts in·
eluding stereo. Now S7SO, Will reduce SSO per week
until sold. 294-3059,345-1780.
3/22
TEN SPEt:u, WOMEN'S 26 Inch, like new. $60.
881-6190.
3/23
ROD STEWART TICKt."TS,. .no service charge,
$12.00 each, 292·8843 after 6;30 p.m. !Inti! mid·
night.
3/12
1976 CIIEVETTt; AT, good radials, 22 mpg city,
$1700, 299-1263.
3/12
DORM REf'RIGEKATOR, ONE cubic .foot, used
onesemesterS7S or best offer, 881·2312.
3/12
19110 KAWASAKI 440Lm, low mileage, e~cellent
condition, many extras, 51400,883-4937.
3/12

6. Employment
APPI.ICATION!i ARE NOW being taken for
positions at the Girl Scout Summer Camp In the
Jemez Mountains. Needed are: nurse, riding staff,
counselors, handyman and k.itchen aides, Call 2439581 for more information.
3/12,
PART•TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must .be
21 years old. Apply in pmon, no phone calls please.
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas Nl', SS 16
Menaul NE.
3/12
RESPONSIBLE ATIENDANT NEEI>.EI> for
female handicapped student. Dormitory room, board
plus small stipend, Ueginning after Spring Break.
Contact Honora Moore, 277.2968, J-662-7408. 3/2Z.
STUDENTS TO SELL snow !ickets over phone for
Coumy Sl!eriffs Assoc. Work hours: Monday-Friday,
4:00·8:00, 3:35·7:00prn. Call Dave at25S-3255. 3/12
PREPARE fOR TilE real job market. The com~
petition is fierce so get an edge through JOBS. How
to find Jobs not listed In the paper. How to market
your skills. 4-hour class, certificate issue!l, JOBS-Job
opportunity ll•tterme.nt s~rvl~e. 122 Jackson NE (off
Central eastPf (:;~rli!le), 262-2261.
3/22

7. Travel
TUCSON: Nt:EI> RIDERS. Leaving Saturday. 26619S6 mornings.
3/12
SPRING BREAK! SPRING time in Colorado!
Spring skiing at Purgatory!.
3112
ROUNO TRIP RmE n~eded. Chicago/Madison,
Friday/Saturday, Ginny, 268-5009.
3112
NE~:t> TRANSPORTATION TO get lo E!!st coast or
I he West coast or anywhere in the USA? ·Call
"AAACON Auto Transport at 345·0827. This is not
3112
foremployment.
PUIIGATOIIV JIESORT, UUitANGO Colorado has
great snow, great skiing, 11reat rates! This is the place
fr ~·our Spring Break vacation.
3/12
STII.L SOM•; Sl'ACES left! Spring break raft trip.
Get some sun and have some fun, Dig !lend National
!lark. All food transportation equipment from
Albuq. S27S.OO Bob14S·4032 883·1459.
3/12

9. Las N oticias
ASA GALLER\' SIX State )urled Photo Com·
pi:lltion (NM, CA, AZ, NY, TX, COJ. $1000 award,
SIO entry fee. Mceptlng work March 8-19, ASA
Gallery. Basement SUB, 277-2667.
3112
Wll.DERNESS WORKSHOP•.MARCil 20th. Help
protect NM's last wildlands. 256-08$6,
3112

Covered

Wlragon
Makers of Handmade
lndial'i Jewelry
OLDTO~N

r-aiiYJ~:-GA:Es-

1GET FOUR GAMES FREE II
I FSSMTWTFSS I
1
I1..-.
.I
Offer good one per day
through Spring Break

good at our NEW 227 Monroe SE location

atZody's Center location, Menaul at CarlisleFOR CERTIFIED VIDEO FREAKS

Sale
if you like 501 's
you will love 701 's
Shrink-to-fits
only

$16.99

-~-~-- . . . . _ _..._..
f' ------.~r.

I ~~ . -]~\
Specta
. • ·~·~ I
etrv ·
1 ,i!ii"L
1 two slices of cheese. pizza &
1
small soft drink 1.40
1I
1
.· expires 3•14·82
127 Harvard s. E.
I __ ,!!l>!;_S,;.2~~~ ... __ j
,,.._.

5. ForSale

SURI'LUS JF,EPS, CARS, t{llck~. Can"f!IV, value
$2143. soil! for $100. F9r informalion on purchasing
similar \Jargains call 602·998·057~, ext 0924. Call
refunclable.
3/12

Good today through the end of
Spring Break at both locations

2. Lost &Found
('l.AI~t 'I'Ol'R LOST pos!cMians ~~ Campll• Police
R:OO a.n1. to4:00 p.m. dally.
tfn

NI'ED Jrd ROOI'dMATI'. to share 3 bedroom house
one block east of UNM. Female preferml, Many
extras,.266-6686.
3/12
IIEAUTU'UL N.E. 4-DDRM . hous~. Needs male
roommate. Furnished with washer an!l dryer. 2940IJt.
.
3/22
lJNI'URNISHED APARTMENTS NEAR UNM/TVI. $16~/mq. plus electrll!ity. Call 242-9158 or
242-7081.
3/12
OWN ROOM FUJ(NISIIED $150,265-1680.
3/;!3
l}NIQUE STOREfRONT/APARTMENT. Near
UNM/Downtown .Area. $190, 242·4777, 243-3#7,
Schwarz.
3/23
SltARP ON!'.: BEDROOM Apt. with fireplace. I
block from campus, 5225 plus utiliti~s and p,D,
AvallableAprillst, 1910 Gold SE, 293-5602,
3112
ROOMMATE N£EDED· .NICE 3lldnn. house in NE
H~ights. V. rent and'/, utilities, Largeya;d, Call 883.
7303.
3/23
IIOUSEMATE WANTED, M/F, 3 BR, 2 BA,
washer, dryer, pool, fenced yard, AC, big kitchen.,
sood stu!ly environme!ll, $133 plus v, utilities,
Carlisle and Grand, Glen, 265-3825,
3/24
ROOMMATE; SHARE 3 bdrrn, 2 bath house in
Sunset Heights (SE), $140/nto. plus !h utllit!es. 266.
0485, 277-2SOS, Davd.
3/25
IIOUSEMATE WANTED, LARGE bedroom $130
plus utilities. SE, 266-2974.
3/12
L£VERAGE YOUR RENT nt() a spacious four
bcliroom house. If you are a gradate student looking
for more than a place to !Jang your coal call265-0835
evenings ad weekends, $150 plus utilities.
3/25

2120 Central S.E. • 243·6954

ACROSS
1 Transaction
5 Sodium chtoride
8 Man's nickname
12 Unlock
13 Three: Prefix:
14 Without end
15 Choose
16 Servants
18 Large bird
19 Tantalum
symbol
20 Grit
21 Greek letter
23 Hebrew letter
24 Swift
26 Slogan
28 Danger
29 Torrid
30 Exist
32 Dillseed
33 Nod
34 Scheme
35 As written:
Mus.

36 Limb
37 Vends
38 Seasoning

40 Remain
41 Italian river

43 College deg.

each

lobo

I

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

men's
shop

44 Imitates

45 Teutonic
deity

47 Eggs
49 estate
51 State: Abbr.
52 Luridly
55 Grafted: Her~
aldry
56 Wapiti
57 Girl's nick·
name
DOWN
1 Chimney ear•
bon

2 Evident
3 Permit
4 Printer's
measure
5 Endure
6 Dry
7 Cover
8 Pronoun
9 Hall!
10 Transitory
11 Exact
16 Post
17 Blemish
20 Skewer
22 Pronoun
25 Regions
26 Cut
27 Score
28 Dance step
29 Swine
31 Abstract
being
33 Wager
34 Edible seeds
36 South American animal

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle

37 Strict
39 Part of "to
be''
40 Ghost
41 Sit
42 Stove part
44 Dye plant
45 House addi·

tlons
46 Beams
48 Emmet
50 Devoured
51 Beverage
53 Compass pt.
54 Hebrew
month

